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1 XML Order Processing 
The objective of this document is to assist with automation of daily operations related 
to order processing with “XML-enabled” asset managers. It describes desired (future) 
workflow for order processing and is limited to communication between staff at asset 
manager and brokers at FIMA Securities.  

Target audiences for this document are IT developers and business domain experts. 
To business domain experts it describes the workflow and related data. To IT 
developers it describes file formats and communication protocols. 
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2 Lifetime of an Order 
Lifetime of an order (in the scope of this document) begins with an order approval at 
asset manager. It should be then sent to a broker at FIMA Securities. Immediately 
after receiving it - the broker should respond by sending order acknowledgement (or 
ACK). The ACK simply says that the broker received the order and that data in the 
order makes sense. It does not say anything about execution yet. Broker then enters 
the order into FIMA Securities order execution system. Upon order execution broker 
sends another message to asset manager – order confirmation / fill. This message 
contains details of execution. 

 

BrokerKD Funds

ORDER

ORDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

ORDER CONFIRMATON/FILL

»We received it.«

»We executed it.«

Figure 1. Lifetime of an order 

Asset manager 
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2.1 Order 

An order is sent by asset manager to the broker. It contains following fields. 

 

Field Format Description 

ORDER_ID DECIMAL 10,0 Numerical only.  

BROKER_CD CHARACTER 12 Broker code 

BROKER_NAME CHARACTER 80 Broker name 

ACCOUNT_CD CHARACTER 20 Account code (of our fund) 

ACCOUNT_NAME CHARACTER 60 Name of the account 

TRANSACTION_TYPE CHARACTER 10 Allowed values: BUYL, SELLL,  

TICKER CHARACTER 26 Full Bloomberg ticker including 
EQUITY, CORP, GOVT, etc.  

ISIN CHARACTER 20 ISIN code. 

MARKET_CD CHARACTER 4 MIC code. 

MARKET_NAME CHARACTER 60 Name of market. 

QTY DECIMAL 18,4 Quantity 

PRICE DECIMAL 18,4 Price. 

PRICE_CURRENCY CHARACTER 3 Currency. 

VALUE DECIMAL 18,4 Value. 

VALUE_CURRENCY CHARACTER 3 Value currency. 

VALID_UNTIL DATE/TIME Order validity. 

CONDITION CHARACTER 4000 Special trader instructions. 

ORDER_INSTRUCTION CHARACTER 10 Can be any of the following 
values: 

LIM … Limit 

LOC … Limit on close 

MC … Market on Close 

OC … On Close 

PEGVWAP … Peg to VWAP 

LIMIT_PRICE DECIMAL 18,4 Extra field used for limit orders 
only. 

ORDER_DURATION CHARACTER 10 Can be any of the followin 
values: 

CLO … At the close 

D … Day order 

FOK … Fill or kill 

GTD … Good til date 

OPG … At the opening 

TIMESTAMP DATE/TIME Timestamp of order. 
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2.2 Order Ack 

These are acknowledgement record fields. 

 

Field Format Description 

ORDER_ID DECIMAL 10,0 Numerical only.  This has to 
match order identifier from the 
order message! 

BROKER_CD CHARACTER 12 Broker code 

BROKER_NAME CHARACTER 80 Broker name 

STATUS CHARACTER 10 Only two values allowed: 
ACCEPTED/REJECTED 

NOTE CHARACTER 4000 Possible notes from broker to 
asset manager. For example – 
reason for rejection. 

TIMESTAMP DATE/TIME Timestamp of ACK. 

 

 

2.3 Confirmation/Fill 

Confirmation / fill record has following fields. 

 

Field Format Description 

ORDER_ID DECIMAL 10,0 Numerical only.  This has to 
match order identifier from the 
order message! 

BROKER_CD CHARACTER 12 Broker code 

BROKER_NAME CHARACTER 80 Broker name 

TICKER CHARACTER 26 Full Bloomberg ticker including 
EQUITY or CORP.  

ISIN CHARACTER 20 Isin. 

TRANSACTION_TYPE CHARACTER 10 Allowed values: BUYL, SELLL,  

PRICE DECIMAL 18,4 Price. 

PRICE_CURRENCY CHARACTER 3 Currency. 

QTY DECIMAL 18,4 Quantity. 

ORDER_QTY DECIMAL 18,4 Original order quantity. Can 
differ from quantity. 

EXEC_TIME DATE/TIME Execution time 

NOTE CHARACTER 4000 Notes from broker to asset 
manager. 

TIMESTAMP DATE/TIME Confirmation record timestamp. 
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3 Technology 

3.1 File Format 

All messages should be encoded as XML files. One single XML file can contain many 
messages of the same type (i.e. orders, acknowledgements, and confirmations/fills). 
However, message types should not mix within a single file (i.e. one file should not 
contain both - acks and confirmations).  

3.1.1 File Naming Convention 

If messages are sent and received as files then these files should follow special naming 
convention. Filename should consist of a file type prefix followed by timestamp when 
it was created. 

Table bellow shows prefixes for files of different types: 

 

File type Prefix 

Orders orders_ 

Acknowledgements acks_ 

Confirmations/Fills confirmations_ 

 

Timestamp should be in format yyyymmdd_hhmmss. 

For example an order generated on Dec 28th 2009 at 10:12:12 will have a name 

orders_20091228_101212.xml 

Acknowledgement sent at 11:30:10 on the same day will have a name 

acks_20091228_113010.xml 

3.1.2  Schema 

Using XML schema improves reliability of data exchange. However we are aware of 
the fact that XML is a relatively new technology and that it might not be available on 
all platforms. Therefore we recommend that asset manager and FIMA Securities 
exchange schemas but we can also work without them. 
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3.1.3 General Rules 

There are several general rules for formation of XML files (describes in following 
chapters) that apply to all files: 

 All files use UTF-8 encoding. All files start with line <?xml version="1.0" 
encoding="utf-8"?>. 

 Root tag for each file is file type prefix. Root tag for orders file is <ORDERS>, 
for acknowledge files it is <ACKS> and for confirmations it is 
<CONFIRMATIONS>. 

 Each record is enclosed in <RECORD></RECORD>. Each record is enclosed in 
<RECORD></RECORD> pair. Record tag might under certain circumstances 
include attributes. 

 Each item contains creation tag <TIMESTAMP>. Each item contains tag of the 
creation of the item (usually time of creation of file) tag <TIMESTAMP> 

 CD postfix is used for fields containing well known codes. For example 
MARKET_CD (MIC) or ACCOUNT_CD. 

 ID postfix is used for fields containing internal identifiers. The only 
occurence of ID so far is ORDER_ID. 

 All dates are in XML format. Due to international nature of our business this 
format includes Z (for UTC time) or time zone. For example 2009-11-
20T12:34:00-06:00. 

 

Here is how orders file following these rules looks like. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<ORDERS> 

  <RECORD> 

    ...data about order 1... 

  <TIMESTAMP>2009-12-28T13:33:07</TIMESTAMP> 

  </RECORD> 

  <RECORD> 

    ...data about order 2... 

    <TIMESTAMP>2009-12-28T13:33:07</TIMESTAMP> 

  </RECORD> 

</ORDERS> 
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3.2 Encryption/Signing 

We recommend using The Gnu Privacy Guard (GPG) technology for encrypting and 
digitally signing messages. Asset manager and FIMA Securities should exchange public 
keys. Each message should be encrypted and digitally signed by both sides. 

GPG is free technology. Details about it can be found at: 

http://www.gnupg.org/ 

 

Encryption increases integrity and reliability of our data. It not only ensures that the 
data has not been tampered with and that unauthorized people are not able to read 
our orders/acks/fills but it is also very helpful in solving all possible misunderstandings 
if all files are digitally signed. 

 

We sincerely recommend implementing encryption and digital signing but we do not insist on it.  

 

3.3 Protocols 

Our preferred data exchange protocol is HTTPS. However, we can also implement 
other protocols such as FTP, EMAIL, etc.  

http://www.gnupg.org/
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4 Example 

4.1 Order example 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<ORDERS> 

  <RECORD> 

    <ORDER_ID>9498</ORDER_ID> 

    <BROKER_CD></BROKER_CD> 

    <BROKER_NAME></BROKER_NAME> 

    <ACCOUNT_CD>Asset Manager</ACCOUNT_CD> 

    <ACCOUNT_NAME>Frontier Fund</ACCOUNT_NAME> 

    <TRANSACTION_TYPE>SELLS</TRANSACTION_TYPE> 

    <TICKER>HTRA CZ EQUITY</TICKER> 

    <ISIN></ISIN> 

    <MARKET_CD>ZSE</MARKET_CD> 

    <MARKET_NAME>ZAGREB</MARKET_NAME> 

    <QTY>1000</QTY> 

    <PRICE>308</PRICE> 

    <PRICE_CURRENCY>HRK</PRICE_CURRENCY> 

    <VALUE>308.000</VALUE> 

    <VALUE_CURRENCY>HRK</VALUE_CURRENCY> 

    <VALID_UNTIL>2010-03-31</VALID_UNTIL> 

    <CONDITION></CONDITION> 

    <TIMESTAMP>2010-03-31T11:31:00</TIMESTAMP> 

    <ORDER_INSTRUCTION>MKT</ORDER_INSTRUCTION> 

    <LIMIT_PRICE></LIMIT_PRICE> 

    <ORDER_DURATION>GTC</ORDER_DURATION> 

  </RECORD> 

</ORDERS> 


